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ABSTRACT
Advances in research areas such as named entity linking and senti-
ment analysis have triggered the emergence of knowledge-intensive
information extraction methods that combine classical information
extraction with background knowledge from the Web. Despite data
quality concerns, linked data sources such as DBpedia, GeoNames
and Wikidata which encode facts in a standardized structured for-
mat are particularly attractive for such applications.

This paper addresses the problem of data quality by introducing a
framework that elaborates on linked data quality issues relevant to
di�erent stages of the background knowledge acquisition process,
their impact on information extraction performance and applicable
mitigation strategies. Applying this framework to named entity
linking and data enrichment demonstrates the potential of the intro-
duced mitigation strategies to lessen the impact of di�erent kinds
of data quality problems. An industrial use case that aims at the
automatic generation of image metadata from image descriptions
illustrates the successful deployment of knowledge-intensive in-
formation extraction in real-world applications and constraints
introduced by data quality concerns.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Information Extraction (IE) is concerned with the automatic extrac-
tion of structured knowledge from unstructured or semi-structured
text documents. Historically, IE methods focused on knowledge-
poor approaches that apply machine learning, statistical analysis
and natural language processing to the input text without leverag-
ing knowledge from external sources.

Recent developments in research areas such as named entity
linking and sentiment analysis have triggered the emergence of a
new class of knowledge-rich IE methods that aspire toward comb-
ing classical IE techniques with background knowledge from the
Web. These approaches have been proven to be very e�ective, espe-
cially for complex information extraction tasks such as (i) named
entity linking that identi�es and links mentions of named entities
to a knowledge base, (ii) target sentiment analysis which assigns
sentiment values to entities towards which a sentiment is expressed
(such as products, persons and organizations), and (iii) aspect-based
sentiment analysis that aims at identifying the reasons (e.g. battery
life, display quality and usability of the software for a smartphone)
for positive and negative sentiment assessments.

Linked data plays a pivotal role in this development, since it
provides access to billions of triples that encode background knowl-
edge relevant to a multitude of domains and tasks. High levels of
standardization in terms of query protocols, serialization formats
and data models foster interoperability and allow reuse of knowl-
edge mining components that provide background knowledge to
information extraction methods.

1.1 Motivation
Although there are many theoretical bene�ts of exploiting linked
data for information extraction, realizing these advantages is still
a challenging task since it requires (i) locating and mining rele-
vant linked data sources, and (ii) adapting information extraction
methods to exploit the mined knowledge.

Both steps are considerably complicated by the sheer size and
diversity of the linked data ecosystem and heterogeneous data
quality standards. Nevertheless, these problems are already well
known from the World Wide Web and call for strategies towards
addressing them.

This work, therefore, focuses on linked data quality issues rel-
evant to information extraction and on strategies for addressing
them. After introducing quality dimensions and mitigation strate-
gies, we discuss these strategies based on an industry project that
focuses on the automatic annotation of images drawing upon back-
ground knowledge from publicly available sources such as DBpedia,
Wikidata and GeoNames.
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1.2 Contributions
Related work primarily focuses on taxonomies for linked data qual-
ity [35] as well as on automatic means for assessing quantitative
aspects of linked data quality [8, 23, 27, 34]. The research presented
in this paper extends and complements this work by (i) discussing
the impact of data quality issues on using linked data to integrate
background knowledge in information extraction methods (Sec-
tion 3), (ii) investigating mitigation strategies for the corresponding
linked data quality dimensions (Section 3), (iii) introducing informa-
tion extraction, data enrichment and semantic search methods that
apply these strategies on linked data obtained from DBpedia, Wiki-
data and GeoNames (Section 4), and (iv) presenting a real-world
use cases that demonstrates the use of linked data for information
extraction and elaborates design choices - based on the discussed
mitigation strategies - that help in lessen the impact of linked data
quality issues (Section 5).

2 STATE OF THE ART
The following discussion of related work �rst elaborates on the
role of information extraction in Web Intelligence and Big Data
applications and then shortly discusses how information extrac-
tion bene�ts from background knowledge. Finally, we provide an
overview of research on linked data quality issues.

2.1 Information Extraction for Web
Intelligence and Big Data Applications

Information extraction plays a key role in many Web Intelligence
and Big Data applications, since it provides powerful methods for
analyzing textual content in online and social media. The potential
and capabilities of these analytics have been successfully demon-
strated in many domains such as politics [21], environmental com-
munication [24], �nancial market analysis [5], health care [33] and
marketing [32].

Chung and Zeng [6], for instance, use network and sentiment
analysis on Twitter to investigate the discussion on the U.S. im-
migration and border security. The authors use graph mining to
uncover major phases in the Twitter coverage, identify opinion lead-
ers and in�uential users, and draw upon information extraction to
investigate the di�erences in sentiment, emotion and network char-
acteristics between these phases. Scharl et al. [24] present visual
tools and analytics to support environmental communication in the
Media Watch on Climate Change (www.ecoresearch.net/climate),
the Climate Resilience Toolkit (toolkit.climate.gov) and the NOAA
Media Watch [25]. All three platforms aggregate and analyze the
coverage of environmental topics in di�erent outlets, including
news media, Fortune 1000 companies and social media such as
Twitter, Facebook, Google+ and YouTube. Li et al. [15] draw upon
company-speci�c news articles to study their impact on the move-
ments of stock markets. They conclude that public sentiments
voiced in these articles cause �uctuations of the market, although
their impact depends on the company as well as the article con-
tent. Kim et al. [13] investigate the coverage of the Ebola Virus on
Twitter and in news media. They apply topic modelling and named
entity extraction to create topic and entity networks, compute per-
topic sentiment scores and analyze the temporal evolution of these
networks.

2.2 How Information Extraction Bene�ts from
Background Knowledge

Named entity linking by its very nature relies on knowledge sources
to which mentions of named entities are linked.

Most named entity linking approaches either directly use docu-
ment collections such as Wikipedia or draw upon linked open data
sources such as DBpedia, YAGO and GeoNames as knowledge base.

Wikipedia, for instance, has been used for training named entity
linking models [12, 18] as well as for improving the accuracy of
the disambiguation process [10, 11, 20]. Work by Han and Zhao
[10] suggests that integrating semantic knowledge from Wikipedia
improves disambiguation by as much as 10.7% over traditional bag-
of-word approaches, and by 16.7% over traditional social network-
based disambiguation methods.

The second group of approaches directly draws upon linked open
data repositories. DBpedia Spotlight [7] is one of the best known,
publicly available tools for extracting named entities from textual
content. AIDA [11] leverages data from multiple linked open data
sources and uses links between entities to compute the context sim-
ilarity and coherence for disambiguation. AIDA light builds upon
this research but focuses on reducing the memory and resource foot-
print of the named entity linking component[17]. Recognyze [31]
demonstrates the �exibility of information extraction approaches
that build upon linked data technology. The component features
comprehensive graph mining and preprocessing capabilities and is
able to use arbitrary linked data repositories as knowledge sources.
The advantages of this design choice became apparent when the
component which has originally been developed within an indus-
try project and optimized for proprietary linked enterprise data
on companies and persons has been adapted to linked open data
sources such as DBpedia, GeoNames and YAGO within hours.

Natural language processing (NLP) is another �eld that could
bene�t tremendously from integrating background knowledge. NLP
researchers are particularly interested in common sense knowledge
(which humans acquire during the formative years of their lives)
and common knowledge (which people continue to gather in their
everyday lifes) [4] since they help in better understanding the
context of words and statements expressed in natural language,
paving the way from bag-of-words approaches to more complex
bag-of-concepts approaches that overcome the problem of ambigu-
ity. Cambria and White [4] even predict that future research will
replace bag-of-concepts with more sophisticated bag-of-narratives
that represent interconnected stories and episodes within the text.

Knowledge resources such as ConceptNet (conceptnet5.media-
.mit.edu) [26], SenticNet (sentic.net) [3] and SentiWordNet (senti-
wordnet.isti.cnr.it) [1] enable this evolution of natural language
processing techniques. Recent research in sentiment analysis, for
example, demonstrates how background knowledge can be used to
distinguish between ambivalent concepts [29], and consider com-
mon and common sense knowledge in the extraction of sentiment
targets and aspects [28] .

The bene�ts of knowledge obtained from linked data are not
limited to the information extracting process but rather relevant for
the whole information extraction life cycle. For instance, linked data
enables statistics on the extracted named entities, and visualizations
of their interactions with each other in so called entity maps [25].
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2.3 Linked Data Quality Issues
DBpedia publishes structured information from Wikipedia that is
extracted by automatic exploration tools together with manually
crafted property mappings. As human labor takes a major part in
both, creating content in the underlying semi-structured knowledge
base as well as the mapping into machine readable properties [14],
and human performance by its very nature is individual, there are
many levels where quality issues can arise.

Mihindukulasooriya et al. [16] show that especially local versions
of DBpedia lack in conciseness, consistency, syntactic validity and
semantic accuracy of multiple properties. They attribute this prob-
lem to the extraction process and the use of inadequate automatic
property generation methods instead of hand-crafted template map-
pings. Inconsistent capitalization, use of accents, spelling mistakes,
wrong domain values, and properties that are simultaneously used
as object and datatype properties lead to quality issues for both,
property description and -content. Thakkar et al. [27] assess and
compare data quality in DBpedia and Wikidata in regard to question
answering use cases. They conclude that Wikidata o�ers a higher
data quality in terms of relevant metrics for this particular use cases,
although their study only focused on statistically coverage and did
not check on validity or defectiveness of the data itself.

The need to evaluate linked data quality has led to the emer-
gence of (semi-)automatic quality assessment tools and frameworks.
Luzzu [8], for example, provides a scalable, extensible, interoper-
able, and customisable framework that allows setting individual
weights for each metric, and therefore ranks and compares datasets
based on the requirements for the intended use case. Ruckhaus
et al. [23] introduce LiQuate which combines Bayesian Networks
and rule-based systems to identify ambiguities, suggest possible in-
consistencies, and identify potential incompleteness in linked data.
TripleCheckMate, in contrast, integrates a manual crowd-sourcing
oriented process which is used to assemble a gold standard of
dataset errors, with a semi-automatic process that trains a machine
learning component with the gold standard. The created classi-
�er then identi�es further triples with a high probability of being
incorrect [34].

Zaveri et al. [34] conduct a systematic review of existing ap-
proaches to assess data quality of linked open data, analyzing 21
relevant papers that have been published between 2002 and 2012.
Their aim is to create a clear understanding of linked data qual-
ity in terms of quality dimensions, metrics, type of data and tools
available [35].

Data quality issues can be addressed on multiple levels. Paulheim
and Bizer [19] propose SDType and SDValidate as two methods that
rely on the statistical distribution of types and properties in a linked
data repository. These methods add missing type information and
identify potentially incorrect statements that have been generated
during information extraction tasks which created the linked data
repository. Zaveri et al. [34] classify the data quality issues based
on error correction strategies into errors that can be solved by (i)
amending the extraction framework, (ii) correcting the property
mapping, or (iii) adjusting the semi-structured knowledge base,
Ristoski and Paulheim [22] discuss how linked data can be applied
to data mining and knowledge discovery. They also suggest to deal
with data problems in a separate preprocessing step that handles

missing values, identi�es incorrect data, eliminates duplicates and
performs con�ict resolution.

This paper complements related research that investigates meth-
ods for describing, quantifying or improving the quality of linked
data sources, by focusing on strategies for mitigating data quality
issues in linked data to facilitate their use as background knowledge
source for knowledge-intensive information extraction processes.

3 LINKED DATA QUALITY DIMENSIONS AND
MITIGATION STRATEGIES

Linked data o�ers standardized protocols such as SPARQL to en-
able easy access to data snippets. The consistent use of namespaces,
unique identi�ers and links between data sources enables interoper-
ability between di�erent datasets, promotes sharing of vocabulary
and, therefore, more compatible data models. Although sources
such as DBpedia are based on unstructured data, extractors for
these sources and the created artifacts are shared within the com-
munity, attracting error reports and �xes that improve data quality,
and stimulate the reuse of extraction components.

This section draws upon the conceptual data quality framework
introduced by Zaveri et al. [35] for qualifying these data quality
issues. The framework distinguishes 18 di�erent quality dimensions
that are grouped in

• Accessibility dimensions covering quality problems related
to accessing the data such as availability, licensing and
interlinking;

• Intrinsic dimensions that are independent of the application
and evaluate whether the provided information is correct,
consistent, concise and complete;

• Contextual dimensions capturing the data’s �tness for use
in a particular application or use case; and

• Representational dimensions that assess the quality of the
chosen data design such as interoperability and interpretabil-
ity.

The usability of linked data for information extraction depends
considerably on how the data has been created, dataset speci�c
restrictions and the pro�ciency of the dataset’s publisher. DBpedia,
for instance, is created by extracting structured knowledge from
Wikipedia and, therefore, [14] inherits the strengths and shortcom-
ings of the underlying data source, in addition to errors that have
been introduced during the knowledge extraction process. Never-
theless, it is one of the most comprehensive datasets and, therefore,
highly popular.

It is also important to note that data quality may vary consid-
erably between sources and even between di�erent releases of
the same datasource. The quality of DBpedia, for instance, often
changes due to modi�cations in the extractors but also due to the
addition or removal of datasets. Therefore, testing the data quality
of new dataset releases is highly recommended.

Figure 1 illustrates the data quality dimensions that are of a
particular importance for the selection and preprocessing steps
as outlined by Fayyad et al. [9]. Selection refers to the process of
choosing datasets that are relevant to the particular application,
and loading these datasets into a task-speci�c local linked data
repository. Preprocessing comprises all steps necessary to use these
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Figure 1: Linked data quality dimensions and mitigation strategies.

data in the subsequent information extraction tasks but also by com-
ponents that draw upon the extracted data such as data enrichment
and semantic search. The chosen use case hereby determines the
methods used, useful linked data sources and relevant data quality
dimensions.

For instance, since the framework focuses on industrial use cases
task-speci�c local linked data repositories are used for performance
and reliability reasons. Therefore data quality dimensions such
as security and performance which apply to querying third party
SPARQL endpoints are no longer relevant in this setting.

3.1 Data Quality in the Selection Process
In our experience, the potential impact of data quality problems
needs to be addressed already at the selection step where poten-
tial linked data sources that could support information extraction
methods are chosen. Domain experts, therefore, need to

(1) decide on linked data sources relevant to the use case,
information extraction components, and methods used to
leverage the extracted information (semantic search and
visual analytics in the example), and

(2) investigate their data quality, its impact on the use case
and mitigation strategies for addressing them.

In this step accessibility dimensions and contextual dimensions
determine the extend to which data is usable and relevant for the
chosen task. For example, datasets with severe licensing restric-
tions, that include untrustworthy data sources or do not contain
knowledge relevant to the given use case will be excluded in this
early stage.

An Extract, Transform and Load (ETL) process mitigates many
representational and contextual data quality issues as well as some
intrinsic data quality problems by loading chosen subgraphs from

public datasets into a local linked data repository that will be used as
background knowledge for information extraction. Extract refers to
the selection of subgraphs relevant to the application, transform to
cleanup steps required for addressing data quality issues, and load
to uploading the data to a local repository. The representational data
quality dimensions and the intrinsic dimension syntactic validity
determine the e�ort required for these data preparation processes.

Domain experts need to decide upfront on relevant datasets and
whether the data quality in terms of timeliness, i.e. the recency of
the available data, is su�cient. DBpedia, for example, is created
by extracting structure knowledge from Wikipedia and currently
features a half-yearly release cycle which causes a considerable
time-lag between changes to Wikipedia and their propagation to
DBpedia statements. DBpedia’s online version, for instance, still
listed Donald Trump as presidential candidate in March 2017.

Although many linked open data projects provide data dumps
in standard formats such as Turtle, N3 or XML/RDF, data problems
are quite common when importing these data. Even data dumps
provided by popular lighthouse projects often require a prior trans-
formation step as outlined below:

(1) Representational data quality: GeoNames, for example,
uses a non-standard format, where every resource is serial-
ized with its URL, followed by the corresponding XML/RDF
snippet in the next line. Importing this format required
transformation of the data snippets to representations that
can be imported directly into SPARQL repositories. DBpe-
dia, in contrast, provides much more user-friendly down-
loads that are available in multiple standard-compliant
formats, separated by language and dataset (article texts,
categories, links to other datasets, etc.)
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Figure 2: DBpedia error caused by a failure in the knowledge extraction (left) versus a suspicious entry that is correct (right).
Both entries have been retrieved on 14 March 2017.

(2) An example for an interoperability data quality issue be-
comes apparent when using Wikidata PageRank informa-
tion (people.aifb.kit.edu/ath) with Wikidata. Since the page
rank dataset uses the dbpediawikidata rather than the
wikidata namespace which is only linked to dbpedia-
wikidata by a owl:sameAs property, a conversion between
these namespaces is required, unless the application sup-
ports reasoning.

(3) Interlinking is an enabler for interoperability and refers to
the degree to which resources representing the same con-
cepts are linked to each other. WordNet 3.0 RDF (semantic-
web.cs.vu.nl/lod/wn30/), for instance, does not provide
links to other linked data vocabularies and rarely reuses
properties although a mapping for some WordNet-speci�c
properties to SKOS exists. Missing links between datasets
seriously restrict the ability to combine datasets unless
these links are created in a preprocessing step.

(4) Syntactic validity is an intrinsic data quality dimension.
Wikidata provides dumps in N-Triple format, but exports re-
source URLs with special characters such as double quotes,
carets, curled brackets, tabulators etc. in a format that is
considered syntactically incorrect by popular RDF repos-
itories such as Apache Jena and RDF4J. Users, therefore,
need to use transformation scripts that correctly escape
and clean these resource URLs before they can load these
data into a repository. A number of GitHub projects are
dedicated to �xing such issues, although the sustainable
solution would be ensuring syntactic validity in the created
data dumps.

In practice transformation steps, as the ones described above, are
often necessary before linked data can be loaded into repositories,
although compatible data representations and standardized export
formats could considerably cut down the transformation e�ort.

3.2 Data Quality in the Preprocessing Step
Preprocessing queries background knowledge from the local linked
data repository and performs further mitigation steps to address
intrinsic data quality issues such as semantic accuracy, consistency
and contextual dimensions.

(1) semantic accuracy, refers to the degree to which data cor-
responds to real facts [35], i.e. the correctness of the avail-
able data. Although the open character of linked open
data sources ensures a comparably high number of end
users and inspires systematic studies on the data quality
of the published datasets [8, 23, 27, 34], semantic accuracy
is still an issue, given the vastness of the available data.
Figure 2 visualizes an example, where the DBpedia entry
for the Swiss ice hockey player Fritz Kraatz contains the
incorrect foaf:name and dbp:name value “Barack Obama”.
Automatically addressing such issues is challenging, as
the second snippet in Figure 2 illustrates. Although the
DBpedia entry for the wrestler “The Sheik II” contains
the foaf:name “NASDAQ” a subsequent investigation con-
cludes that this name is actually used by the described
individual and, therefore, considered valid. Algorithmic
data assessment addresses these issues by combining data
from heterogeneous data sources, applying additional back-
ground knowledge from dictionaries and using advanced
disambiguation methods such as graph disambiguation
(Section 4.1). Graph disambiguation selects relevant infor-
mation based on the set of entities mentioned in a docu-
ment, e�ectively mitigating semantic accuracy issues in
linked data.

(2) consistency ensures that knowledge sources do not con-
tain con�icting statements. An example for a consistency
problem which is particularly relevant to named entity
linking is the typing of resources. Although it is quite
common for DBpedia entities to have multiple types such
as dbo:Person, yago:Athlete and yago:Actor, the over-
lapping of types that exclude each other such as person,
organization and location is troublesome. For instance, the
current DBpedia version contains 4,606 entities that have
both person and organization types assigned to them (Ta-
ble 1).

(3) conciseness refers to the minimization of redundancy at
the schema and data level. Conciseness at the schema level
ensures that the dataset does not contain redundant proper-
ties and types. Conciseness at the data level, in contrast, pre-
vents redundant entities. DBpedia, for instance, contains
properties (e.g. dbp:birthPlace versus dbo:birthPlace)
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Table 1: Entities may have multiple, con�icting entity types.
The analyzed data contains a total of 3,147,225 named enti-
ties with any of those types.

PERS ORG GEO
GEO 1,072 27,849 1,044,966
ORG 4,606 375,368 -
PERS 1,693,364 - -

as well as types (foaf:Person, dbo:Person, yago:Person-
100007846) with similar semantics. Another related prob-
lem are di�erent data types and data semantics used with
these properties. Some DBpedia entities, for example, spec-
ify the birth place with a literal, others with a URL to the
corresponding location. Depending on the entity, a query
will also retrieve only one location, or multiple locations
indicating the birth place at di�erent granularity levels
(country, state, city, etc.). Information Extraction methods
can mitigate conciseness issues at the schema level by per-
forming more complex graph mining queries that consider
all relevant properties and types, rather than a single one.
Conciseness issues on the data level are especially common
for organization, where a sensible separation between the
organization, subsidiaries, branch o�ces and other legal
entities is hard to accomplish. Weichselbraun et al. [31],
for instance, report that large Swiss banks have been rep-
resented with 83 (Credit Suisse) and 92 (UBS) legal entities
in a linked enterprise dataset. Graph-disambiguation and
the use of weights based on an organization’s page rank,
turnover and number of employees are feasible strategies
for selecting the most relevant of multiple redundant enti-
ties.

(4) completeness comprises multiple dimensions where the
most relevant for information extraction are (i) property
completeness, i.e. that all properties relevant for the infor-
mation extraction task are available within the dataset, and
(ii) population completeness which refers to the coverage
in terms of individuals of the dataset. E�ective mitigation
strategies for a lack in completeness are algorithmic ap-
proaches for computing name variants (i.e. integrating the
available data and context information to create candidates
for missing values), and combining multiple data sources
that complement each other. In cases, where this is not
su�cient, researchers might even consider expanding pub-
licly available data with custom linked data which encodes
knowledge that is speci�c to the application domain.

Another key question related to completeness is, whether
linked data is required to obtain usable results or whether it
is merely a means for improving them. In the later case, re-
searcher might implement mechanisms for handling miss-
ing data such as default values and fallback algorithms.
Finally, the data interpretation and visualization step may
distinguish between information covered in linked data
sources and information where no background knowledge

is available. The use case discussed in Section 5, for in-
stance, provides richer visualizations and automatic group-
ing for images that refer to DBpedia entities

4 METHOD
This section discusses how knowledge extraction components can
e�ciently counter the data quality issues listed in Section 3. At �rst
it introduces Recognyze, a component that supports data quality
mitigation strategies to fully utilizes linked data for grounding
mentions of entities in input documents to their respective resource
in the underlying data sources. Afterwards, we describe the graph
mining component used to enrich the named entities detected by
Recognyze with background knowledge extracted from linked data
repositories. Section 5 then demonstrates how the annotations
provided by these components can be used to enable semantic
search and browsing.

4.1 Named Entity Linking
Recognyze [31] is a named entity linking component that tightly
integrates with linked data repositories. Its entity linking pro�les
specify (i) the data repositories to query, (ii) SPARQL statements for
retrieving information from these repositories, (iii) a background
knowledge acquisition pipeline that considers di�erent kinds of
�lters, preprocessors and analyzers, as well as (iv) disambiguation
algorithms for the task of identifying and grounding named entity
mentions. To improve precision and recall, Recognyze’s background
knowledge acquisition pipeline aims on maximizing the extend and
the quality of information received from repositories by drawing
upon methods to automatically generate and validate name variants,
and to analyze the background knowledge that describes the context
of an entity.

Figure 3 illustrates these steps which aim on maximizing cover-
age and quality of the knowledge extracted from the underlying
linked data sources. Preprocessors aim at generating and cleaning
input data, analyzers assess these data and classify them into name,
ambiguous name or context relevant to a particular named entity.
Filters remove unwanted resources and misleading name variants
upfront and after the preprocessing step. The extracted name vari-
ants, context information, relations and links between entities are
used as background knowledge by the named entity linking compo-
nent. A comprehensive library of �lter, preprocessor and analyzer
types, enables the adaption of Recognyze’s background knowledge
acquisition pipeline to di�erent use cases and applications.

4.1.1 Data completeness and conciseness. Recognyze has two
build in mechanisms for addressing data sparsity: (i) it supports
graph mining to counter data quality issues caused by conciseness
issues and provides means to combine multiple linked data sources
into a pro�le to address completeness issues within datasources.
For instance, entities obtained from DBpedia can be enriched with
background knowledge from Wikidata to obtain additional name
variants for named entities (Figure 4), or with data from GeoNames
to enrich DBpedia locations with hierarchical information (country,
state, district, etc.). Cases, where the data coverage is not su�cient,
can be tackled by creating and integrating individual datasets.

(ii) Recognyze’s preprocessing component also enables the gener-
ation of algorithmic name variance by splitting an input string s into
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Figure 3: Recognyze’s linked data driven background knowledge acquisition process.

tokens ti = {t1, ...tn } that are then used to generate name variants
n1, ...nm . A simple variance of this algorithm returns substrings
n1 = t1; n2 = t1t2; ... nn−1 = t1t2...tn−1 and replaces tokens ti
with synonyms, if available. For instance, the name “United States
Department of Commerce” yields the additional name variants
“U.S. Department of Commerce” and “US Department of Commerce”
in addition to the substring variances of these strings. The name
variant algorithm also considers heuristics for handling uppercase
names and automatically generates name variants from names that
use non ASCII characters by drawing upon Unicode’s Normaliza-
tion Form Canonical Decomposition (NFD).

# ## DBpedia
SELECT DISTINCT ? s ?name WHERE {

{ ? s r d f s : l a b e l ?name .
? s a dbo : P l a c e . }

UNION
{ ? s r d f s : l a b e l ?name .

? s a dbo : L o c a t i o n . }
}
# ## Wik ida ta
SELECT DISTINCT ? s ? a l t e r n a t i v e n a m e WHERE {

? w i k i d a t a owl : sameAs ? s .
? w i k i d a t a r d f s : l a b e l ? a l t e r n a t i v e n a m e .
FILTER ( lang ( ? a l t e r n a t i v e n a m e ) = " en " )
FILTER ( regex ( s t r ( ? s ) , " dbped ia " ) ) }

Figure 4: Example queries for a simple pro�le that combines
and enriches DBpedia entities (top) with alternative names
obtained fromWikidata (bottom).

4.1.2 Semantic accuracy and consistency. Recognyze uses pre-
processors, �lters and analyzers to improve data quality in terms of
semantic accuracy. Depending on the use case, preprocessors might
require a certain string length, �lter names that do not contain any
letters, or remove invalid characters from names.

Analyzers use more complex algorithms such as entropy metrics
[31] for evaluating name variants and to judge whether such a
variance is considered unique enough to refer to a mention of a
named entity. For ambiguous entities Recognyze uses pre�xes and
su�xes that are speci�c to the entity type (e.g. Dr, Prof, President,
etc. for people) to assess whether a particular mention refers to that
entity type.

Recognyze does not yet provide automated ways for dealing with
data consistency issues such as incompatible and overlapping entity
types. The entity dbr:United_Daughters_of_the_Confederacy
that is labelled as both, an organization and a person, for example,
is currently processed twice, once for each entity type, leading to
potential problems in the named entity linking step.

Options for mitigating this kind of consistency problems are:

• cleaning the task-speci�c linked data source, or using black-
list �ltering to remove the problematic entity types. Since
these are manual steps, they are usually time intensive,
costly and not feasible for large knowledge repositories.

• automatic resolution of con�icting values by establishing
a preference order. This strategy basically assigns the type
with the highest preference to the named entity. The pref-
erence order is hereby determined by analyzing a random
sample of overlapping types. While this will work in many
cases, it also introduces a potential error source into the
named entity linking process.

• Implementing con�ict resolution is the most complex but
also most reliable solution. Strategies for resolving type
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Table 2: Simple example queries for the data enrichment service.

entity type query use case (example← selected values)

location SELECT ? l a t ? long ? p o p u l a t i o n ? count ry
WHERE {

? e wgs84_pos : l a t ? l a t .
? e wgs84_pos : long ? long .
OPTIONAL
{ ? e gn : p o p u l a t i o n ? p o p u l a t i o n . }
OPTIONAL
{ ? e gn : paren tCount ry ? count ry . } }

Mark the location on a map and provide metadata
such as population and country.
(Switzerland← lat: 46.84986, long: 9.53287, popula-
tion: 32429, country: geo:2661169)

organization SELECT ? key_person WHERE {
{ ? e dbo : keyPerson ? key_person . }
UNION
{ ? e dbp : keyPeop le ? key_person . }
UNION
{ ? e dbo : o c c u p a t i o n ? key_person . } }

An organization’s key people.
(Apple Inc.← dbr:Arthur_D._Levinson, dbr:Jonath-
an_Ive, dbr:Luca_Maestri, dbr:Tim_Cook)

person SELECT ? type WHERE {
? e r d f : type ? type }

Automatic image grouping.
(Barack Obama ← yago:HeadOfState, yago:-
President110467179, yago:StateSenator110650076)

con�icts could use graph mining algorithms or draw upon
the entity’s properties to compute the most likely entity
type. Locations, for instance, have a signi�cantly higher
probability of having a “geo:lat” property than a person or
organization.

Newer version of Recognyze also consider graph disambiguation
which leverages links between named entities within the knowledge
source for disambiguation.

4.2 Data Enrichment
A graph mining and data enrichment component focuses on obtain-
ing background information on the extracted named entities which
is instrumental for (i) providing additional features for subsequent
data mining tasks, (ii) enriching named entities with properties
and values that might be useful in later reasoning and data cleanup
steps which identify invalid values, violated constraints, syntactic
errors, etc., (iii) mining knowledge that supports search, browsing
and visualizing the extracted information.

Figure 5 illustrates the graph mining and data enrichment com-
ponent. The component obtains named entities from di�erent input
formats ranging from simple named entity lists to more structured
formats such as theNLP Interchange Format (NIF). The graph mining
draws upon con�guration pro�les that specify SPARQL queries, the
corresponding repositories and relevant metadata �elds to mine the
local linked data repository for relevant knowledge, and an entity
formatter exports the enriched named entities to a user-speci�ed
output format.

Table 2 illustrates a number of example queries and their applica-
tion for the use case presented in this paper. The location query, for
instance, obtains data relevant for displaying the location on a map
with metadata on its population and geo hierarchy. The example
for organizations obtains key people from DBpedia that can be used
to provide context information for the entity. The person query, in

Figure 5: Graph Mining and Data Enrichment.

contrast, yields the entity’s type, enabling the automatic grouping
of entities (e.g. politicians, athletes, artists, ..).

5 USE CASE: CROSS-MODAL INFORMATION
EXTRACTION FOR IMPROVED IMAGE
META DATA (IMAGINE)

The retrieval and marketability of visual content highly depends
on the availability of high quality image meta data which enables
customers to e�ciently locate relevant content in large image col-
lections. Within the IMAGINE project we collaborate with KEY-
STONE, Switzerland’s largest provider of visual content, to develop
advanced methods which exploit the convergence between textual
image descriptions and image content as well as linked open data
for information extraction and to automatically obtain relevant
meta data such as keywords, named entities and topics.
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Figure 6: IMAGINE automatic image annotation pipeline.

The presented use case addresses the following three key chal-
lenges within KEYSTONE’s image annotation process: (i) the trade-
o� between cost and throughput, (ii) keyword spamming, and (iii)
metadata quality and consistency.

The trade-o� between cost and throughput is a major issue con-
trolling meta data quality. KEYSTONE employs a team of domain
experts who manually enrich photographs with image metadata
and assign images to a controlled vocabulary of topics (broad terms)
and keywords (speci�c descriptors) within the KEYSTONE ontol-
ogy which is a customized version of the IPTC photo metadata
standard (iptc.org/standards/photo-metadata/iptc-standard). Cur-
rently, these experts annotate between 300 and 500 photographs per
day that have been contributed by photographers distributing their
photographs directly through KEYSTONE. In addition, KEYSTONE
also receives an image stream of approximately 20,000 photographs
per day from third party agencies, where the company is forced to
rely on the embedded metadata since it is not economically feasible
to manually annotate these image streams.

These third-party images are also prone to metadata spamming,
i.e. the practice of adding frequently used search terms such as
dog and cat to images, regardless of their actual content. These
additional tags increase an image’s likelihood to appear in search
results and, therefore, are very attractive to the third party agency
but not to KEYSTONE and its customers since bogus annotations
reduce the e�ectiveness of the image search and lead to irrelevant
results.

Finally, metadata quality and consistency are also an issue. Al-
though metadata created by KEYSTONE’s domain experts shows
a considerably higher quality, investigations within the IMAGINE
project uncovered that experts tend to use only a fraction of the
available vocabulary. Therefore, parts of the controlled vocabulary
are only used barely at all.

The IMAGINE project develops advanced information extrac-
tion methods to address these issues by (i) providing the option to
automate metadata generation for third party image streams and to
support manual annotation processes by computing suggestions for
the domain experts. The computer suggestions draw upon manda-
tory textual image descriptions that are (ii) considerably harder to
manipulate since statistical natural language processing methods
automatically reduce the signi�cance of terms that are overrepre-
sented within these descriptions. Finally, (iii) these methods are
expected to provide high quality metadata as long as human ex-
perts ensure that the system receives su�cient training data and
feedback.

The following sections elaborate on the application of the meth-
ods described in Section 4 to the presented use case, discuss the
impact of linked data quality on the developed components, and
describe the chosen mitigation strategies.

5.1 Image Annotation Process
Figure 6 outlines the automatic image annotation process developed
within the IMAGINE project. IMAGINE draws upon mandatory
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textual image descriptions, that are present in all visual content
regardless of whether it has been created by contract photographers
or by third-party agencies. As described in Section 4.1, named en-
tity linking then identi�es mentions of persons, organizations and
locations based on background knowledge obtained from DBpe-
dia, Wikidata and GeoNames dumps that have been loaded into
a task-speci�c linked data repository. Using these entities as seed
terms for a subsequent graph mining and data enrichment process
(Section 4.2) yields information on the extracted named entities.
Graph mining allows enriching

(1) persons such as Marcel Hirscher with entity classes
(rdf:type) – e.g. Skier, Athlete, Austrian Alpine Skier)
and events in which these persons participated (FIS Alpine
World Ski Championships, Winter Olympics, etc.),

(2) locations with coordinates and elevation (georss:point,
dbo:maximumElevation, dbo:minimumElevation) and en-
tity classes (Ski Area, Ski Resort), and

(3) organizations with information on events they organized
(dbo:organised) – e.g. Four Hills Tournament, FIS Nordic
World Ski Championship, etc. – links between organiza-
tions (dbp:parentOrganization, dbp:membership, dbp:-
affof, and key personnel within the organization (dbo:key-
Person, dbp:leaderName).

In addition, DBpedia provides thumbnails for many entries that can
be used to group items in search queries.

The named entity linking and data enrichment process provides
the following main bene�ts to KEYSTONE and its customers: (i) it
paves the way for semantic search capabilities, i.e. locating images
that contain linked named entities not only by the terms used in
the image description but also by alternative names and types such
as Alpine Skier and Athlete, (ii) provides additional dimensions for
faceted browsing and limiting search results, and (iii) it facilitates
the automatic generation of image collections based on common
properties (people participating in a certain event, associated with
organizations or political parties, photographs covering a certain
region, etc.).

As visualized in Figure 6, the annotation pipeline also employs
keyword extraction [30] to extract descriptor terms (ki ). Trans-
forming these descriptors into an undirected graph G = (V ,E)
with

(1) keywords ki ∈ V as vertices V and
(2) edges E between pairs of keywords (ki ,kj ) that appear in

the same image description d

enables using the Louvaine algorithm for fast community detection
[2] to perform story clustering based on the extracted keywords.

In the �nal stage, a classi�cation component integrates (i) identi-
�ed named entities, (ii) the background information obtained by the
data enrichment process, (iii) the extracted keywords, and (iv) clus-
tered stories to assign images to the controlled vocabulary within
the KEYSTONE ontology.

5.2 Discussion
The presented system provides KEYSTONE with e�ective means to
support its own annotation process (e.g. by providing suggestions

Table 3: Number of persons (PER), organizations (ORG) and
locations (LOC) in the DBpedia 201510 dump and the online
version (March 2017) depending on the query.

entity properties number of matches
201510 online

PER a foaf:Person 1,588,591 1,518,282
a dbo:Person 1,587,944 1,517,816
a yago:Person100007846 1,010,473 1,216,440
UNION 1,699,042 1,716,717

ORG a dbo:Organisation 267,318 275,077
a yago:Organization108008335 280,243 333,269
a dbo:Company 65,754 67,544
UNION 407,823 426,445

LOC a dbo:Place 801,334 816,252
a dbo:Location 801,334 816,252
a yago:YagoGeoEntity 814,258 989,272
geo:lat 970,143 970,143
UNION 1,111,634 1,217,453

to its domain experts). In addition, using the pipeline without su-
pervision provides an cost-e�ective way to improve the metadata
quality in third-party images.

Named entity linking and the corresponding semantic enrich-
ment also pave the way for a number of new applications such as
semantic search, automatic image grouping and the suggestion of
related images based on concepts and links obtained from DBpedia.

Although the potential of the semantic enrichment is impressive,
our experiments also show that data quality, especially in terms of
completeness but also in terms of conciseness and semantic accuracy
poses a serious limitation on the data’s usefulness.

Table 3 outlines the number of persons, organizations and loca-
tions obtained from the DBpedia SPARQL endpoint in March 2017.
Since there is no single concise way to query for these entity types,
the chosen query has a signi�cant impact on the returned results.
As outlined in Section 3 this problem can be addressed by graph
mining - i.e. running (more) complex queries on the datasource that
capture a higher fraction of relevant entities.

Table 4 provides another example of how more complex queries
can address conciseness and completeness issues.

The table lists the number of medals various countries have
won at the 2014 Winter Olympics in Sotschi comparing the o�cial
statistics (Real World) with results obtained from DBpedia in March
2017. One interesting observation indicating data conciseness issues
is that the number of medals returned depends on the used query -
i.e. whether dbp:birthPlace or dbo:birthPlace are used to identify an
athlete’s nationality and which class is used in the rdf:type query.

Comparing the DBpredia results to the o�cial medal statistics
(Real World) yields another interesting insight. The number of
medals returned for some countries exceeds their o�cial medal
count. Canada, for instance, received 25 medals in the games, but
DBpedia lists up to 51 athletes that received medals which would
suggest a semantic accuracy issue. Querying the wining athletes
shows that this discrepancy is caused by team sports such as ice
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Table 4: Medalists at the 2014 Winter Olympics in Sotschi.

source query total top three
medals countries

Real - 295 Russia (33)
World United States (28)

Norway (26)

DBpedia yago:WikicatMedalistAtThe2014WinterOlympics 268 Canada (49)
dbp:birthPlace Sweden (31)

Finland (29)

DBpedia yago:WikicatMedalistAtThe2014WinterOlympics 272 Canada (51)
dbo:birthPlace Sweden (32)

Finland (29)

DBpedia dbc:Alpine_skiers_at_the_2014_Winter_Olympics 426 Canada (49)
dbp:birthPlace Sweden (36)

Finland (29)

DBpedia dbc:Alpine_skiers_at_the_2014_Winter_Olympics 389 Canada (51)
dbo:birthPlace Sweden (37)

Finland (29)

hockey, where all of the team members would be marked as medal
winning athletes. Actually, 47 of the listed athletes for Canada
are ice hockey players which indicates that at most �ve of the
25 disciplines in which the country received medals are listed in
DBpedia.

Addressing conciseness issues by combining attributes improves
the completeness of the returned results at the cost of complexity.

The presented example also demonstrates the importance of
timeliness in the data. The analysis covered the Winter Games
in Sotschi since data from the Olympic Summer Games in Rio
hadn’t been published in DBpedia by March 2017. Considering
such restrictions in the selection process, where the usefulness
of data sources for particular tasks and use cases is evaluated, is
essential.

In conclusion, industrial applications that draw upon DBpedia
need to be very conscious about limitations in the data quality and
whether these imitations have a serious impact on the usefulness
of the developed systems. In the present use case, for example, we
had to choose an adaptive method design that makes background
knowledge from linked data optional for both semantic search and
faceted browsing since the availability of such knowledge for all
entities cannot be guaranteed.

Nevertheless these data is still useful for both tasks. Semantic
search and the automatic generation of image collections bene�t
from the retrieved background knowledge, although it is not avail-
able for all entities. Faceted browsing, in contrast, is more seriously
a�ected by missing metadata, since it may lead to empty results for
selected facets that are caused by missing data in the knowledge
source rather than missing photographs. Fallback mechanism such
as providing a default category for entities with no background
knowledge are remedies to mitigate this problem.

6 CONCLUSIONS
This paper described linked data quality issues and mitigation
strategies that help in using linked data as knowledge source in
knowledge-intensive information extraction processes. One major
insight gained is that useful data does not necessarily correspond
to data without any quality issues. Similar to the World Wide Web
the scope and extend of the available data plays a major role in
its usability. Prime examples for vast data sources are DBpedia,
GeoNames and Wikidata which are highly attractive for informa-
tion extraction, despite the considerable number of quality issues
that can be observed in these datasets. The ability to mitigate data
quality issues is, therefore, key to successfully retrieving and ex-
ploiting background knowledge from these sources for information
extraction tasks. The linked data quality dimensions and mitigation
strategies presented in this paper aim at supporting researchers
in understanding and addressing linked data quality issues, and
to inspire research on the design of knowledge-rich information
extraction methods.

Future work will focus on (i) advancing research on mitigation
strategies and (ii) investigating means to address the problem of
domain and knowledge-base evolution and its interaction with in-
formation extraction methods. For instance, if a mention of “U.S.
president” is grounded against DBpedia, the grounding depends on
the chosen knowledge base version. Identifying consistent strate-
gies for versioning knowledge bases and information extraction
artifacts that have been created with a certain knowledge base ver-
sion is an important cornerstone for a reliable handling of knowl-
edge evolution and other temporal e�ects relevant to information
extraction.
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